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The invention relates to method and means for
decorticating ramie (Urtica. nivea) and other
?ber bearing plants.
The strength, luster, and other qualities of

(01.. 19-21)

ramie which make it desirable for many pur- '

‘

‘A further object of the invention is to provide
decorticating apparatus which is inexpensive to
operate, and which e?'ects more complete sepa
ration of the ?bers and woody matter.
Other objects and advantages will appear as

poses have long been recognized. It is also well
known that ramie can be grown successfully in

the description proceeds.

the Gulf Coast States, thus o?ering a promise '
of pro?ts to the grower as well as to the manu
facturer. In recognition of these favorable cir 10
cumstances, large sums of money have been ex

ferred embodiments of the apparatus aspects of

pended in attempts to establish a ramie in

In the drawings I have illustrated certain pre
my invention. Fig. 1 is ,a side elevational view of

one form of apparatus, showing the general-ar
rangement thereof and the progress of a stalk
of ramie through the machine. Fig. 2 is a plan
view of the
e apparatus.
Figs. 3 and a are enlarged detail views of a

dustry in this country. These enterprises have
not been successful, however. Probably'one of
the chief reasons for their failure has been the 15 portion oi the same apparatus, illustrating the
di?iculty and expense of separating the ?ber from
crushing rolls, reed rolls, and breaker bars, Fig. 3
the stalk. In China, the ribbons containing the
being a side elevational view and Fig, 4 a frag
?ber are stripped from the stalk and scraped by
mentary plan View of these elements.
hand, producing what is known as China-grass.
Figs. 5 and 6 are enlarged vertical sectional
In order to compete successfully with imported 20 views taken, respectively, .on the lines 5-5 and
China-grass, it appears to 'be necessary to perfect ‘
6-t of Fig. 2.
a low-cost mechanical method of separating the
Fig. 7 is an elevational view of the operating
?bers from the stalk. ‘
'
mechanism for the rolls and breaker bars, taken
The problem thus presented has attracted
as indicated at “i—li of Fig. 1.
much attention, and many attempts have been 25' Fig. 8 is a side elevational view of another form
made to perfect a machinencapable of perform
of apparatus embodying the invention.
ing the stripping operatib?. .These attempts
Figs. 9, 10 and 11 are detail views illustrating
have not been attended with any substantial de
a modi?ed form. of mounting for the ?xed breaker
gree of commercial success, however. One meth
bar, providing a clearance adjustment between
od which has been devised consists in running 30 it and the movable breaker bar. Figs. 9 and 11
the stalks through serrated or corrugated rolls
are plan and elevational views, respectively of
to break up the woody portion of the stalk, after
this detail, and Fig. 10 is is'iio'rlzontal sectional
which the wood is separated from the ?ber by
view taken on the line ill-m of Fig. 11.
passing the stalk through or over a beater. The
Fig. 12 is a. greatly enlarged cross-section of a
corrugated rolls of such a machine injure the 35 ramie stalk.
‘
I
?ber, however, and may even out much of the
The present invention is applicable to the de
?ber into short lengths, which is undesirable ‘and
corticating of the stalks of many varieties of
reduces the value and utility’ of the product.
bast ?ber plants. Among these may be men
Other methods fail to e?fectsu?iciently com
.tioned hemp/(Cannabis sativa) , jute, ?ax, caroja,
plete separation of the woody portions, or fail
kenaf, and kendyi‘. Generally speaking it is
to act on the entire length of the stalk so that

probably applicable to all best ?ber plants as dis- 1

the butt-ends pass through the machine with
out being acted on by the beater. It is an object

tinguished from the agaves which have the ?ber
in the-center of the leaf instead of‘ in or adjacent
the bark of the stalk- I ‘have found it to be par

of my invention to provide a. method and means

for mechanically separating the ?ber from the 45 ticularly effective in the treatment of ramie and
rest of the stalk which will overcome these and
hemp. In view of the problem which has existed
other disadvantages of methods heretofore d‘e4
in connection with the establishment of a pro?t
vised.
‘
able ramie industry in this country, and which
A general object of my invention is to provide ‘ apparently has its crux in the provision of some
an improved method and apparatus for de 60 inexpensive-mechanical decorticating operation,
corticatingramie and other ?ber bearing plants.
I shall describe the invention with particular
More speci?cally, it is an object of my inven
reference to processing of the ramie.
tion to provide a method of mechanically de
The name ramie as used herein and in the ap
corticating without injuring the ?ber, and to
pended claims is intended to include the various

produce what is known as “long line” ?ber.

members of‘ the family Urticacae, of which the

'2 '

.

‘
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two principal species are Boehmeria nivea or
Urtic'a m'vea which has a white ‘under-leaf, and
Urtica utilis, which has a green under-leaf. The
Urtica is the more important plant, and is the
one which would be expected to form the back

bone of the ramie industry in this country. A
- cross-section of a ramie stalk, greatly enlarged,

r

the springs l8 bearing against the upper pair of
bearing blocks I4.
The frames H are provided with lugs I3 to
support ‘the guide plate 20 which is provided
with depending lugs for attachment to the sup
I porting lugs l9 by the studs2l. The guide plate
2| may be ?anged, as at 22, to provide a connec
tion to the feed table 23 which rests at one end

is shown in Fig. 12. -The stalk comprises a pith
- center I surrounded by *a layer‘ of woody (?bro
on the angle 24 ‘attached to the ?ange 22 by cap
vascular) tissues 2, which in turn is covered by 10 screws 25. The feed table 23 is provided with

bundles of ?bers 3, lying just beneath the bark I.
The ?bers 3, which are of pericyclic origin, are
cemented together by resins ‘and pectin-like

guide rails 26 along each side thereof, and with
a series of guide members 21 evenly spaced across

its width. ‘The guides 21 preferably'consist of
inverted U-shaped wire staples arranged as in- -'

The problem to which the present invention is 15 dicated in Figs. 1 and 2, and presenting no sharp
edges or corners to catch the stalks. With this
directed is the removal of the ?bers at low cost,
yet without serious damage to the ?bers. I have
‘arrangement the stalks, when thrown on the ,
found that this can be accomplished most effec
tively by following a sequence of operations

table and spread across it, drop into the spaces
between the guides 21, forming an even layer

which comprise‘: ?rst, crushing the stalks under 20. of well separated stalks. ' This prevents too great

high pressure between smooth-surfaced rolls to

a thickness of stalks at the slots of the breaker '

elongate the woody center portion and strip, or'

bars to be described.
partially strip, it from the ?ber and the bark
An extension 28 formed as a part of each of_
the frames I2 provide supports for the breaker
to which the ?ber is attached; second; bending
the stalk ?rst in one direction and then in an 25 bar unit 6 and for the associated trumpet guide‘
other to break up the woody portion without
and feed rolls. To the edges of the extensions
breaking or weakening the ?ber; third, beating
28 are secured brackets 29 by means of cap
or combing out the woody fragments or “hurd”;
screws 30. Portions of the brackets 29 project
and fourth, removing the bark from the ?bers
upwardly of the frames [2 to form supports for
and softening the latter by passing the re 30 the ?xed breaker bar or plate 3| and guides for
mainder of the stalk, through ?uted or grooved
the movable breaker bar or plate 32. For the
rolls under relatively low pressure. An impor- ' latter purpose, the brackets 29 are notched at 33
tant feature of this method resides in stripping
(Fig. 4) , providing guiding channels between the
or loosening the woody portion of the stalk from
?xed breaker bar 3| and portions of the brackets
the bark and ?bers before any substantial bend 35 29. The ?xed breaker bar 3| is secured to the
ing, or sharp bending, of the ?bers takes place.
brackets 29 by means of bolts 36, or in any other
Another feature resides in. substantially entirely
convenient manner. The breaker bars 3| and
removing the woody matter before completing I 32 are provided with slots 35 and 36, respectively,
separation of the ?bers from the bark. Still
extending laterally of the machine. The slot 36
another feature resides in pulling the'ends of 40 in the movable breaker 'bar lies opposite the slot
the stalks through the bending means in such
35 in the ?xed breaker bar when the former is
a manner as to effect complete decortication of

' at the center of its travel.

The form of the slots

theentire length of stalk;
35 and 36 is best shown in Fig. 5.v It will be ob
With reference to Figs. 1-7 of the drawings I
served that these slots are rounded, or tapered,
shall now describe a preferred form of apparatus, 45 in the direction of travel of the stalks 3'i. The
for carrying out my novel method. The several
surfaces 38, 39, which form. the taper toward the
units for carrying out the four principal steps
exit sides of the slots, are of greater extent than
described are indicated generally by the refer
the rounded, or tapered, surfaces at the entry,
ence characters 5, 6, ‘I and 8 in Fig, 1._ In each
sides thereof.’ When the breaker bars are in the
position shown in Fig. 5 the crushed stalks are
vcase the arrow from the reference character
bent upwardly by the movable breaker bar 32
points to the center-line of the unit. ' Crushing
which brings the bent portions of the stalks
is performed by the roll stand 5, bending by the
against the upper tapered surface 39 of the ?xed
“breaker” bar unit 6. beating to remove the
breaker bar 3|. Similarly, when the breaker
hurd by the beater 1, and bark removal and
softening by the group of roll stands 8. The 55 bar 32 moves downwardly the stalks are bent
preferred construction of these several units and , downwardly against the lower tapered surface 39
of the cooperating guides, feed rolls, and other
of the breaker bar 3|. Thus the stalks are bent
mechanism will now be described.

?rst in one direction and then in another in a‘

manner which breaks up and further loosens the
The operating units are carried by a pair of
frame members 9, and a second pair of frame, 60 woody portions of the stalks without cutting or
members l0 may be provided to support the end
injuring the ?ber to any extent. In Fig. 5, the
of a conveyor to carry away the separated ?bers.
breaker bar 32 is shown at the limit of its up
The frame members 9 and III are tied together
ward travel. At the limit of its downward travel, '
the center-line of the slot 36 will be separated
in any convenient manner, as by means of tie
rods II. If desired, the various frame members 65 vertically from the center-line of the slot 35 by
a distance which is equal in extent but opposite
may be mounted on a base plate or truck chassis
. for ease of transportation from one point of op
.in direction to that shown in Fig. 5. The'top
eration to another.
_
edge of the breaker bar 32 may be reinforced
with an angle-iron brace 5|‘ which terminates
Mounted on the frame members 9 are the
frames l2 of roll stand 5, provided with vertical 70 short of the brackets 29.
guides or ways 13 (Fig. 3) in which are slidably
The extensions 28 of the brackets l2 are pro
vided with guides, or ways, 40 to receive slidably
mounted bearing blocks [4 for the axles is of

the rolls IS. The pressure on the stalks passing

through the rolls I6 is regulated by a pair of

the bearing blocks 4| for feed rolls 42 which may
be surfaced 'with rubber or other resilient ma

' screw-downs l1 which'vary the compression of 75 terial to ?rmly grip the stalks without injuring

'

,

.

'

I

.

'
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the ?bers. These rolls 42 shouldabe located as

62, guide 68 directing the stock from the beater _'=

close as possible to the breaker bar 2|, and are

intothe first roll stand 56, and guide 10 directing '

of relatively small diameter in order to_ bring
their‘center-lines in proximity to the slot 85.

veyor belt 1I._ The conveyor belt ‘II runs over‘ a

The proximity of these rolls ‘to the breaker bar
3| has the advantage of feeding the stalks all the

way through the breaker bars while holding them

the stock from the last roll stand 5! onto a com

roller 12 journaled in brackets 18 secured to the
frames II.

I

d

'

Having described the various operating units of

?rmly up to the very end thus insuring complete
my machine, I shall now describe the driving
decortication of the entire length of stalk. Screw
mechanism therefor, although it should be un
downs 48 in coniunction'with compression springs 10 derstood that I do not limit myself to the par

44, hearing against the upper, bearing block 4|,

provide means for resiliently regulating the pres
sure between the rolls 42. To assist in guiding

ticular driving means shown, these means being
disclosed merely by way of illustration. A motor
14 is mounted on a base plate 15 which may con- '

the stalks between the crushing rolls I6 and feed
veniently be secured to the tie rods _II of the
rolls 42, it is preferable to employ a guide “trum 16 frames 8. The pulley 16 of this motor drives a
pet” 45. As shown, this consists of a table 45 . pulley 11 through a belt 18. The pulley 11 is
having depending lugs 41 at ‘either end for at
keyed to a main shaft 10 journaled in the frames

'

tachment to the brackets I2, as by means of
8. The crushing rolls I6 are driven from the
screws or bolts 48. At its ends, the table is pro
main shaft 15 as follows: from sprocket 80 keyed
vided with upstanding ?anges to which a cover 20 to main shaft 18, to sprocket chain 8 I , to sprocket
plate 48 is removably attached, as by means of
82 keyed to shaft 83'; from pinion 84 keyed to
screws 50 (Figs. 2 and 3).
shaft 88 to gear 85 keyed to shaft 86; from pinion
The heater unit 1 and bark removal unit 8 may
81. keyed to shaft 86 to gear 88 keyed to shaft
conveniently be carried by brackets or extensions
of the lower crushing roll I6. The upper crushing
52 mounted on the frames 8. The beater unit 25 roll is driven from the lower crushing roll by
comprises a pair of circular discs 52 mounted
gear 88 and 50 secured to the roll shafts at the
on a shaft 54 journaled in the brackets 52, said
opposite side of the machine. The shafts 83 for v
discs carrying beater bars 55 around‘ their periph
the sprockets and gears 82 and 84 may be ad
justable in order to permit gear changes for vary
ery, these bars conveniently being constructed
of angle-irons one leg of which is welded to the 30 ing the speed of the crushing rolls as may be
edges of the discs. 53 and the other leg of which
desired for processing different plants or stalks
extends radially to ?ay the hurd from the bark
of different size or decorticating characteristics.
and ?ber when thebeater is rotated.
'
For this purpose I mount the shaft 83 in arcuate
The bark removal and ?ber softening unit 8
slots 9| (Fig. 1), having the axis of the shaft 18
will be described principally with reference to 35 for a center. This permits changes in'the cen
Figs. 1, 2 and 6. It consists, in its general ar
ter-to-center distance between shafts 83 and 86
rangement, of a plurality of roll stands 56, 51, 58,
to accommodate different gear sizes. The lower
59 suitably mounted on the'brackets 52 beyond
feed roll 42 is driven from the shaft I5 of the
lower crushing roll‘ I6 through a gear 93 keyed
the beater unit 1. The rolls 56, 51, 58 and 58 are
grooved or serrated to break the. bark away from 40 to said shaft, idler gear 94, and pinion 55 keyed
to the shaft of the lower feed roll 42. The upper
the ?ber. I have found that, once the hurd

has been substantially entirely removed from the

feed roll is driven from the lower feed roll through I

stalk, such grooved or serrated rolls, operating
under relatively low pressure compared to the
crushing rolls, do not injure or weaken the ?bers
‘.0 any substantial extent, if at all. I prefer to
employ at least four stands of barkremoval rolls.
the grooves in the rolls should have rounded
:dges such as would correspond in form to‘ the

pinions 86 and 81 keyed to the feed roll shafts
at the opposite side of the machine.

‘

The movable breaker bar 32 is driven from
the main shaft 19 through eccentric straps 88
cooperating with eccentric cams keyed to the‘
shaft 18L The eccentric straps 88 are connected

to the breaker bar 32 by rods 88, bolted to the bar
iurface of ‘an ordinary corrugated sheet (see Fig. .50 at I00, ‘and having a clevis IOI secured to the
6). I have found this unit to be particularly ef
lower end thereof to pivotally receive the ends of
the strap 98. The strap and clevis are joined by
fective if some of the rolls are grooved longi
tudinally and others spirally. ‘Thus the rolls 56
a pivot pin I02. The rods 98v are guided in brack
and 59 are grooved longitudinally, whereas the
ets I03 secured to the frames 9 by screws or bolts
rolls 51 and 58 are grooved spirally. The spirals 55 I04. The eccentric mechanism imparts a rapid
of the grooves of the rolls-51 and 58 are equal

vertical reciprocation to the breaker bar 32 of

in pitch but opposite in direction. This arrange

the extent previously set forth.
ment of rolls hasthe effect of bending the bark
‘The heater ‘I is driven from the main shaft 18
both up and down, and from side to side, which
in any suitable manner, as by means of the belt
is most effective in separating the bark from the 60 I05 and pulleys I06, I01, secured respectively to
fiber. The axles of the rolls are carried in bear
the shafts 18 and 54.
ing blocks 60 slidably mounted in ways 6| formed
in- frames 62 secured to the brackets 52 by screws
or bolts 63. Screw-downs 64 having threaded en

The bark removal unit 8, may be driven di
rectly from the crushing roll shaft I5 by a chain
and sprocket I08, I09, the chain I08 having a

gagements with the frames 62, or with members 65 driving engagement with a sprocket IIO keyed

associated therewith, regulate the compression
of coil springs 65 bearing against theupper pairs
of bearing blocks 60. The roll passes are regu

lated by adjustable stop members 66 (Fig. 1)

to the shaft of the lower roll 56. The upper roll
56 is driven from the shaft of the lower‘ roll 56

by gears II I,‘ I I2 keyed to their respective shafts.
The succeeding roll stands 51, 58 and 58 are

which may have a screw-threaded engagement 70 driven from the shafts of the stand 56 by sprock
with one of each set of opposed bearing blocks
ets and chains II3, II4. Thechain II3 engages
and abut the other block of the set, as at 61. The
sprockets keyed to the shafts of each of the lower.
steps 66 may be provided with lock~nuts 68 to
rolls 56, 51, 58 and 58 at one side of the'machine;

hold themin adjusted position. Guide members

and the chain II4 engages sprockets keyed to
68 and 10 are mounted on the bases of the frames 75 the shafts of each of the upper rolls 56, 51, 58,

t4

seam

‘ the changing ,of this onegear changes. the, speed
‘sprockets keyed lto thegshartsjdr the rolls 51‘ have > ‘ of 'crushing‘lirolls‘, feed'rolls and the; rolls 56,51.

, and. 59__at the other side .of themachine... The

fineness of the units‘. In this‘ embodiment the

‘one toothless than thejsprock'etl III; the ‘sprock
et'sjkeyed tQQthefsIiaftsof the rolls 58 onetooth

brackets or, extensions 52 are replaced by‘shorter

, extensions." I22 arrangedjtolcarry' only'jhebeater

"less than those for. the rolls_,5‘| ;.‘and the sprockets
’fo'r the'rolls 59 8one tooth less than those for,_the
,rolls 58._ ,Tiheuperipheral speedsof the, crushing

11mm 1.; The . unit 311?. ‘tamed by brackets‘ m

the y'sécfured .ltb, ‘frame. member -I24 jwhi'ch'jtake
t .

place {of ‘the frame r'n'e'mber‘sfv Ill'of the'embodinient

rollsv I6; ‘feed ._rolls"§ 42,, ‘and. rolls '56 are, substan

.,tially"the?sameéi ?dwéve'ic'the reed fella." mf

e'rably are adjusted "to rupfat a,‘ very slightly. .10
jrlgitransy rsely "ofilthe machine; ,Thercueuz
greater peripheral speed than‘the crushing rolls,
to?'take“ uphthe ‘elongation of the ?berqduev to ‘ ssppert'ms and driving‘ the wnveyerbelt 1.1.! 1s

, carried vb‘y'.brack<'e‘_t_s ‘I25’ mounted on. the, frames

crushing ‘and .to' insure that there will not, be any

I24. ' The material leaving thebreakerbar unit
sets of rolls. The peripheral speeds of the re 15 6 passes downwardly and ‘around the beater ‘I,
being guided by the circumferentially curved ele
maining stands of rolls 51, 58, and 59 are progres
ment I26 secured to the frames 9. From this
sively higher. This speed differential produces a
point the material passes over a foraminous con
scraping or stripping action On the bark and re
veyor belt I21 carried by rollers I28 and I29
moves any hurd remaining after the ?ailing per
formed by the rotary beater ‘I. The clearances 20 journaled, respectively, in brackets I38 and I3I
secured, respectively, to the frames 62 of the unit '
between the rolls of the stands 56, 51, 58 and
8 and the frames 9. The belt I21 may be made
59, as regulated by the adjustable stops 66, pre

appreciable amount of slack between these two

vent tearing or injury to the ?ber.

of wire cloth or other foraminous material such
as will permit the hurd fragments to fall there

'

The peripheral speed should be adjusted in
accordance with the size and character of the
stalks to be decorticated. In general, the larger

.through as they descend from the‘ beater ‘I. The
belt I21 is driven from the roller I28 which in

the stalk diameter the slower is the optimum
‘speed. I have found that for ramie, speeds rang

pulley I36 fastened to the shaft of the lower

turn is driven by a belt I35 passing around a
roll 56 of the unit 8.

ing from 95 to 125 inches per minute can be em—

ployed with good results. Depending on the con

ditions encountered, the peripheral speeds may be

30

~

'

The driving means for the various units of the
embodiment shownin Fig. 8 are the same as have

been described with reference to Figs. 1-7 ex
cept as now will be noted: The heater 1 is driven
from the main shaft ‘I9 as before, but the drive is
somewhat slower.
_
The speed of reciprocation of the breaker bars 35 through a crossed belt I32 so that the direction of
rotation of the beater will be reversed. Also, in~
should be so related to the peripheral speed of
asmuch as the conveyor belt ‘II is driven from the
the crushing and feed rolls as to ?ex or bend the
shaft
54 on which the beater ‘I is mounted, it be- .
stalk (in the case of ramie) at intervals prefer
comes necessary to employ a crossed belt I33 in
ably not greater than 1/8 inch apart; that is, not.
greater than ‘A; inch between successive down 40 order to maintain the same direction of travel
of the conveyor 1 I. The drive from the crushing
ward bends or between successive upward bends.
unit
5 to the unit 8 remains the same except that
I have found thatwhen this condition is main
the horizontally arranged chain I88 is replaced
tained, the hurd can be advantageously removed
by the chain I34 extending to the new position
by the ?ailing ‘operation.
of the unit 8. One advantage of the arrangement
45
The delivery belt ‘II is driven from the shaft
shown in Fig. 8 is that the hurd drops in the
54 of the beater unit by a belt II5 engaging pul
general direction 'in which it is. thrown by the
leys H6 and III secured, respectively, to the
beater ‘I. That is to say, the beater tends to
shaft 54 and shaft II8 of the roller ‘I2 which
throw the hurd fragments downwardly, and they .
frictionally engages the belt 'II. The roller at
50 are permitted to fall by gravity from the side and
the other end of the belt ‘II (not shown) may be
bottom of the beater instead of having to ?nd
driven by' a belt II9 from a pulley I28 keyed to
their way downwardly from the top of the beater.
the shaft IIB.
In Figs. 9, ‘10, and 111 show ‘a modi?ed mount
In Fig. 8 I have illustrated another embodi
ing and guide for the ?xed and movable breaker
ment of apparatus suitable for carrying out my
55 bars. Fig. 9 is a view similar to a portion of Fig.
novel method._ In this form of apparatus the
4 in which the bracket 29 has been replaced by
construction of the various units 5, 6, 'I and 8 may
a bracket I31 secured by bolts or screws 38 to the
be essentially the same as described with refer
extensions 28 of the frames ‘I2. The ?xed break
ence to Figs. 1-7 inclusive. Like reference nu
er bar ,3I is secured to the brackets I3‘l by bolts
merals have been placed on the similar parts of
I38 which pass through apertures in the brackets
the‘two machines. The principal modi?cation 60 and have a threaded engagement with the break
which has been made in the machine shown in
er bar. The brackets I31 are provided with
Fig. 8 concerns the matter of arranging the var
notches of a different form than the notches'33
ious units so that the material is fed below the
of the brackets 29. In the modi?ed construction I
beater 1 instead of above it. The change in the 65 these notches are provided with inclined sur
higher or lower than this, however. Hemp can
be run through much faster than ramie; jute

arrangement can best be seen from comparison
faces I39 "for cooperation with correspondingly
of Fig. 1 with Fig.~ 8. Fig. 8 is taken from the
inclined surfaces I48 of the reciprocable breaker
opposite side of the machine and thus shows up
bar I“. This construction affords a lateral guid
more clearly some of the features previously de
ing support for the bar I 4| while permitting a
scribed in connection withFig. 1, such as the' 70 suitable clearance between the bracket and the
arcuate slot 9|. This view also shows a vertical
bar. In order to provide an adjustment for the’

slot I2I which permits a change in the position
of the journal for the shaft 86, carrying the gear
85 which is the one designed to be interchanged

clearance between the breaker bars 3| and I“,
set screws I42 are'provided in the brackets I3'I
so that when the bolts I38 are loosened, the set‘
to modify the speed. ltishould'be observed that 75 screws can be advanced to provide the desired r

5
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amount of' clearance at I". This construction
is applicable to the breaker bar unit 0 of both
the machine illustrated in Figs. 1-7 and that ii
lustratedinFig. 8.

I

Although I have shown the use of only two
’ breaker bars in combination, it will be understood
that the number of such bars may be increased if
desired. For example, it would be possible to use

a plurality of breaker bars with successively wid
er slots. These breaker bars provide means for
bending the crushed stalks of the plants up and
down, or‘ back and forth, in ‘such a way as to
break up the woody interior portions of the stalk
into fragments which are easily removed by the
beater ‘I. It should be observed that this break

ing operation is- performed without the applica
tion of any substantial crushing pressure to the
stalk. One of the important features of my in
vention resides in the ?attening or crushing of
the stalk without bending it, and thereafter
bending it without substantial further crush
ing. With this sequence of operations, the woody
interior portions are loosened or stripped from
the bark which contains the ?ber before any

bending action is performed, thus avoiding the
cutting or weakening of the ?ber which results
from crushing it between grooved or corrugated

2. Method of decorticating. bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying crushing pressure to
the stalk without bending the stalk and before
the stalk has been bent su?lciently to produce
substantial vtransverse fractures of the woody
portion‘ thereof, thereafter bending the stalk
‘in the absence of crushing pressure, the crushing
‘ pressure being discontinued prior to the, bending
step, ?ailing the stalk, and separating the bark
from the ?ber.
3. Method of deoorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying crushing pressure to
the stalk withoutbending' the stalk and before
'the stalk has been bent su?iciently to produce
15 substantial transverse fractures of the woody
portion thereof, thereafter bending the stalk
back and forth in the absence of crushing pres
sure, the crushing pressure being discontinued
prior to the bending step, ?ailing the stalk, and
20 bending the bark and ?ber back and forth under
pressure.

v

,

4. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying crushing pressure to
. the stalk without bending the stalk and before
25 the stalk has been bent su?iciently to produce
substantial transverse fractures of the woody
portion thereof, thereafter bending the stalk
back and forth in the absence of crushing pres
sure, the crushing pressure being discontinued

pressure rolls, and making it possible to produce
long-line ?ber. When the crushing operation is
performed with smooth-surfaced rollers, the 30 prior to the bending step, ?ailing the stalk, and ,
bending the bark and ?ber up and down and
stalk is maintained substantially straight up to
the zone of maximum pressure. Thereafter, it is

from side toside under pressure.

5. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber plants
bent back and forth without any tendency to
which“ comprises smooth-surfaced pressure rolls
break the ?ber which, along with the bar, has
already been loosened from the woody portion. 35 for crushing the whole stalk without bending it,
reciprocatory means independent of the rolls for
Having ‘in mind the essential features of my
initially bending the crushed stalk and means
method and apparatus, it will be understood that
for ?ailing the stalk as it issues from the bending
various modi?cations can be made while retain
ing important advantages of my invention. For
means.
,
6. Apparatus for decorticating
?ber plants
example, in place of the single machines which 40
which comprises means for applying crushing
I have described ‘speci?cally, duplex or multiple
pressure to the straight stalk without bending it,
machines can be employed, thus increasing the
reciprocatory meansindependent of said pressure
width and capacity of the combined machine.
applying means for initially bending the crushed
Also, the form of the rotary beater is subject to
considerable variation while retaining the essen 45 stalk and means for ?ailing the stalk as it issues
from the bending means.
tial principle of operation thereof. Again, the
unit 8 may be designed with a smaller or greater
number of roll stands than I have shown in my

preferred embodiments. Other modi?cations will

7. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber plants-4'
which comprises means for applying crushing
pressure to the straight stalk without bending

, suggest themselves to those concerned with the 50 it,‘reciprocatory means for initially bending the .

problems presented in the decortication of bast
?ber plants. The embodiments which I have ,de
scribed have been designed with speci?c‘ refer
ence to the problem of decorticating the Urtica
m'vea. For the decortication of other varieties
of best ?ber plants, it may be found ‘desirable to
make certain alterations in the proportions and

crushed stalk back and forth in the absence
of crushing pressure, and means for ?ailing the
stalk as it issues from the bending means.

8. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises means for applying crushing
pressure to the straight stalk without bending it,
means for bending the crushed stalk back and
forth in the absence of crushing pressure, and

arrangement of the various elements, but the
means for bending the bark back and forth un
general principle of operation will remain the
same. The terms and expressions which I have 60 der pressure to separate the ?ber therefrom.
9. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
employed are used as terms' of description and
plants which comprises means for applying crush
not of limitation, and I have no intention of ex
ing pressure to the straight stalk without bend
cluding such equivalents of the invention set
ing it, means for bending the crushed stalk back
' forth, or of portions thereof, as fall within the
65 and forth in the absence of crushing pressure,
purview of the claims.
means for ?ailing the stalk as it issues from the
Iclaim:
‘
bending means, and means for bending the bark
_ 1. Method of decorticating bast, ?ber plants
back and forth under pressure to separate the
which comprises applying crushing pressure
?ber therefrom.
transversely of the stalk without bending the
10. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
stalk and before the stalk has been bent su?l 70
plants which comprises smooth-surfaced crushe
ciently to produce‘ substantial transverse frac
ing rolls, rough-surfaced rolls, reciprocatory
tures of the woocLyvportion thereof, 'and there
means therebetweeir for bending the crushed
after bending the stalkback and forth in the ab
stalk back and forth, and means for feeding the
sence of crushing pressure the crushing pressure
being discontinued priorto the bending step; . 75 stalk into the crushing rolls in a straight line

/
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and for maintaining it in a straight line until
it reaches the reciprocatory means.

serrated pressure rolls at the exit side of the

rotary beater.

11. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber

18. In apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
plants, a feed table having a plurality of guides

plants "which comprises stalk-crushing means, a
pair of plates having openings through which

arranged transversely thereof, said guides
formed of rounded wire staples arranged parallel

the crushed stalk is arranged to pass, means for

reciprocating one of said plates with respect to
to the direction of travel of theplant stalks over
the table.
the other to bend the crushed stalk back and
‘ 19. Apparatus for decorticating the bark of
forth, and means for feeding the stalk into the
crushing rolls in a substantially straight line and 10 bast ?ber plants which comprises _a pair of lon
gitudinally grooved rolls, a pair of rolls grooved
for maintaining it in a straight line until it
reaches the plates.
spirally in one direction, a pair of rolls grooved

12. Apparatus for ‘decorticating bast ?ber
plants which comprises a pair of smooth-surfaced

crushing rolls, .a pair of plates having openings

spirally in another direction and arranged adja
cent said last-named pair of rolls, and a second 7
15 pair of longitudinally grooved rolls, said rolls -

I therethrough varranged at the exit side of said

being arranged in sequence so that material pass

ing therethrough is subjected to pressure while
being bent up and down and from. side to side.
20. Apparatus for decorticating the bark of
. ' of the crushing rolls, and means for feeding the 20 bast ?ber plants which comprises a pair of ion
gitudinally grooved rolls, a pair of rolls grooved
stalk into the crushing'rolls in a substantially
spirally in one direction, a pair of rolls grooved
straight line and for maintaining it in a straight
spirally in another direction and arranged ad
- line until it reaches the plates.
iacent said last-named pair of rolls, said rolls
13. Apparatus 'for decorticating bast ?ber
plants which comprises a pair of smooth-sur 25 being arranged in sequence so that material
passing therethrough is subjected to pressure
faced crushing rolls, a pair of plates having open
while being bent up and down and from side to . .
ings therethrough arranged at the exit side of
said rolls, means for producing relative recipro
21. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
‘cation of said plates in a direction to_vary the
alignment of said openings with respect to the 30 plants which comprises a‘ pair of smooth-sur
faced crushing rolls,‘ a pair of plates having»
pass of the crushing rolls, and means for feeding
openings therethrough arranged at the exit side
the plant stalk in. a substantially straight line
‘of said rolls, means for producing relative re
until it reaches the plates, a rotary beater ar
ciprocation of said plates in a direction to vary
ranged to receive material passing through said
)openings, and serrated rolls arranged beyond the 35 the alignment of said openings with respect to the pass of the crushing rolls, and a pair of feed
heater in position to have the material pass
rolls \positioned between the crushing rolls and
through them.
'
the plates, said feed rolls being located in close
14. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
proximity to the plates.
'
plants which comprises a pair of smooth-sur
22.
Apparatus
for
decorticating
bast ?ber
40
faced rolls, a pair of serrated or corrugated rolls,
plants which comprises a pair of smooth-sur- ' ‘
a reciprocatory breaker plate arranged between
faced crushing rolls, a pair of plates having
the smooth-surfaced and serrated rolls, and
openings therethrough arranged at the exit side
means for feeding the plant stalk into the crush
of said rolls, means for producing relative re
ing rolls in a substantially straight line and for
ciprocation of said plates in a direction to vary
maintaining it in a straight line until it reaches 45 the alignment of said openings with respect to
the reeiprocatory breaker plate.
'
the pass of the crushing rolls, a pair of feed
15. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
rolls positioned between the crushing rolls and
plants which compilses a pair of smooth-sure
the plates, said feed rolls being located in close
faced rolls, means for feeding the plant- stalks 50 proximity to the plates’, and means for ?ailing
between said rolls without preliminary bending.
the material passing through said openings. _
a pair of serrated or corrugated rolls, ‘and a
23. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
pair ‘of relatively. reciprocable plates arranged
plants which comprises a pair of smooth-siufaced
between the two pair of rolls. said plates havingv
cmshing rolls, a pair of‘ plates having openings
slots substantially in line with the ?rst roll pass. 55 therethrough arranged at the exit side of said
16. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
rolls, means for producing relative reciprocation
plants which "comprises a pair of smooth-sur
of said plates in a direction to vary the align
faced rolls, means for feeding the plant stalks be
ment of said openings with regard to the pass
tween said .rolls without preliminary bending,
vof the crushing rolls, a pair of feed rolls posi
a pair of serrated or corrugated rolls, and a pair 60 tioned between the crushing rolls and the plates,
of relatively reciprocable plates arranged be
and a trumpet guide positioned between the
tween the two pair of rolls, said plates having
crushing rolls and feed rolls, said trumpet guide

rolls, means for producing relative reciprocation

of said plates in a direction to vary the align
merit of said openings with respect to the pass '

side.

slots substantially in line with the ?rst r011 .

pass, said slots being ?ared outwardly in the
direction of travel of the plant stalks there
through.

'

17. Apparatus for decorticating bast ?ber
plants which comprises a feed table having. a

_

,

terminating in close proximity to the feed rolls.
24. Method or decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying pressure progressively
longitudinally of the uncrushed plant stalk in a
manner. to crush the woody portion of the stalk
without substantial transverse fracture thereof,

plurality of guides arranged transversely there
and thereafter breaking the woody portion into
of. a pair of smooth-surfaced crushing rolls. a' 70 short lengths and removing substantially all the
pair of slotted breaker plates arranged with their
woody portion without further'application' of
slots substantially in line with the exit side of
the crushing rolls, a pair of feed rolls between
the crushing rolls and breaker plates, a rotary

crushing pressure. _

25. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises passing the uncrushed plant

beater at the exit side of the breaker plates and, 75 stalk in a substantially straight line through
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smooth-surfaced crushing rolls and continuing
' to pass the material in a straight line beyond

the point where the crushing step is completed,
and thereafter breaking the woody portion of

material in a straight line beyond the point
where ‘the crushing step is completed, thereafter‘ ,

‘breaking the woody portion of the stalk into
short lengths and removing the fragments by a

the stalk'into short lengths and removing sub

?ailing action, and thereafter bending the bark '

stantially all the woody portion.

to separate it from the ?ber.
32. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants

26. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying pressure progressively
longitudinally of the uncrushed plant stalk in

which comprises applying pressure progressively

longitudinally of the plant stalk in a manner to"
a manner to crush the woody portion of the stalk 10 loosen the woody center portion from the ‘bark

without substantial transverse fracture thereof,
and thereafter bending the stalk back and forth
to break the woody portion into short lengths and
removing substantially all the woody portion
without further application of crushing pres 15
sure.

'

and ?bers without substantial transverse frac
ture of the woody portion, thereafter breaking

the woody portion into fragments and removing
the fragments without further application of
crushing pressure, and thereafter subjecting the
bark to combined pressure and bending.
33. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants

27. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying pressure progressively
which comprises passing the uncrushed plant
longitudinally of the plant stalk while main
stalk in a substantially straight line through
smooth-surfaced crushing rolls and continuing to 20 taining the stalk substantially straight from the
time the pressure is initially applied until the
pass the material in a straight line beyond the
point where the crushing step is completed, and
crushing of the stalk is completed, and there
after-bending the stalk back and forth without
thereafter bending the stalk back and forth over
further application of crushing pressure to as
sharply rounded surfaces to break the woody
portion into short lengths and removing sub 25 sist in removal of, the center portion thereof.
stantially all the woody portion.
34. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
28. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants I whch comprises applying pressure progressively
which comprises applying pressure progressively
longitudinally of the uncrushed plant stalk and
longitudinally of the uncrushed plant stalk in
thereafter bending the. stalk back and forth in
a manner to crush the woody portion of the stalk 30' only one direction at a time and in the absence
without substantial transverse fracture thereof, -

of crushing pressure. _

thereafter breaking the woody portion into short
lengths and removing the fragments by a ?ailing

35. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying pressure progressively
longitudinally of the uncrushed plant stalk in

action, the breaking and ?ailing steps being per

.

formed without further application of crushing 35 a manner to crush the woody portion of the
stalk without substantial transverse fracture
pressure.
‘
thereof, and thereafter bending the stalk back
29. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants

which comprises passing the uncrushed plant

and forth in only one direction at a time and in
the absence of crushing pressure.
smooth-surfaced crushing rolls and continuing 40 36. Method of ‘decorticating bast ?ber plants
which comprises applying pressure progressively
to pass the material in a straight line beyond the
longitudinally of the plant stalk while-maintain
a point where the crushing step is completed, there

stalk in a substantially straight line through

ing the stalk substantially straight from the time
that pressure is initially applied until the crush
45 ing of the stalk is completed, and thereafter
by
action.
f' >
bending the stalk back and forth but in only
30. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
one direction at a time.
which comprises applying pressure progressively

after breaking the woody.’ portion of the stalk
int'o'ashort lengths‘ and removing the fragments

longitudinally of the plant stalk in a manner to

3'7. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants a

which comprises applying pressure progressively
substantial transverse fracture thereof, there 50 longitudinally of the plant stalk while maintain
ing the stalk substantially straight from. the
after breaking’thé‘givoody portion into short
time that pressure is initially applied until the
lengths andlreinovin'g the fragments by a ?ail
crushing of the stalk is completed, and there- ‘
ing action, the breaking and ?ailing steps being
after bending the stalk ?rst in one direction and
performed without further application of crush
crush the woody portion of the stalk without '

ing pressure, and thereafter separating the bark 55 ‘then in another while advancing the stalk be
from the fiber, by subjecting the bark and ?ber _ tween each bending operation so that the stalk
is bent only once at a given point and so that
to combined pressure and bending.
the leading portion of the bent stalk will always
31. Method of decorticating bast ?ber plants
remain free.
7
which comprises passing the plant stalk in a

substantially straight line through smooth-sur 60
faced crushing rolls and continuing to pass the

'
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